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. TOM WOLFE AND THE USES OF ARGUMENT
. s .

a

,The past decade witnesed an emerging trend in journalism: the rise

e A
of personalized, subjective reporting.- Labeled "gew Journalism" or "New Non-

'

fiction," this new genre combines the stylistic features of fiction and. the

reportorial obligations of journalism to prciduce a "novelistic sounding," but

nonetheless, factual\literature,
1

Whereas the traditional journalist assumes
.

the time-honored approach of summarily a wering questions of who-what-when-

where-why-how, the New Journalist seeks to transcend such orthodoxy by be-.,

something more than just a reporter: he attempts to shape his audi-

'ence's sh

imaginative, sa

d'perceptiOn of reality. He exercises "imaginative" reporting:-

Dan Wakefield, "not because the author has distorted the

facts, but because has presented them in a fill inste4d of a naked Manner,
-..

btought out the sights, ivunds, and feel surrounding those facts, and cb cted

them by coacpariaon with oth facts of history, society, and"literature in an

artistic'manner'tat does not di ish but/gives great depth and dimension to

the facts.
n2

The New `Journalist's desire to tre ass tractional journallst bound-
s.

. aries stems primarily-from two factors. First, s Aepticism for authority
. ..L ,.

, .,: .
. .,% is &Lester than that of his conlientIOnal.predecessore n light of new and

, , * '""*".,.....;

. ever increasing revelations of poisliticai scandal and corru' New

r
.

,

Journalist views suspiciously Most public figures and_g_e1V41Y___ EitruAts____
. A

..

"official" facts. And so, "Today, when a'New list a it, there is

likely to be no dOlerence to as official version--if anything, perhaps a
,

4 semiautomatic disdain.of one: ft3
Second, the New Journalist is ready po

N
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personalize his writing because'herefuses to accept that he-is a conduit for

dispetsing information. Because of greater professional self-consciousness

and-self-confidence, he believes tie is capable of more. Explains Paul Weaver:

Traditionally, reporting,had-been a low -prestige occupation;

some studies,reportedit-to rank\between the 13111e-collar and
*hite-collar occupations.. In the 1960's this began to change.
President Kennedy showed a special fondness for newsmen; the
inauguration in 190,of the'nationaihaff-hour teleVision news
programs gave the press a new vehicle of unprecedented power
and created, overnight, a batch of journalistic celebrities
officials became ever more attentive to the press, and their
efforts to manipulate the news grew in scale'and sophistica-
tion; books and articles about the press began to proliferate;
and by the.peginning of the 19174's scale salaries at leading
newspapers approached (and, in TV, exceeded) those of Assist-
'ant Secretaries. Whatever .the cause, newsmen had a growing
dense of their importance and a corresponding'unwillingness
to accept the dependency and subordination which, as it seined,
had been characteristic of the position Of the.press in earlier
decades.4

New JArnalism is one manifestation of the reparter's increasing self concept.

Aidynamic and excitipg literary form, the new genreqias influenced dramatically

the'courAe of American journal ism.

Many have served the movement, but the individual perhaps most

responsible for proving that journalism could,capture the excitement, .tension,

and intrigue formerly reserved for other literary forms was Tom Wolfe, the

leading theorist and practitioner pI New Journalism. One of AmericalssfOre-

,most contemporary journalists.,,Wolfe has reported-about Ken Kesey ana the

,

world of hallucinogenic drugs-oThe Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test, describe&
I

the fund-raising skills of black miwl.itants-rRadical Chic and Mau-Mauing the

Flak Catchers;6 analyzed the birth and development of NewJournalism-7The
s. 0

New Journalism;7 traced the history of modern art.The Painted Word.;13 and.-
, . , ..

scrutinized present -day mores it three anthologies of previously published
A

essays--The-Kandy-Kofored Tangerine-Flake Streamline Baby, 9
The Pump House

4'

Gang, i0 and Native Gloves and WadmaniClutter and Vine. 11
,

4
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The saliedcy of Wolfe's.stylistic boldneis has prompted many to

`conclude that'the absorbing, "convincing" quality of Wolfe's wprk is owed

priMarily to his unique and,innovative use of punctuation; typography,
1

languige, and syntax. . To be sure, style cannot be dismissed in accounting-
,

4.

for Wolfe's rhetorical appeal. But Wolfe is more than just a clever stylist.

s P His essays reveal a carefully crafted .argument Tdhose supporting evidence and

.reasoning is tailored rhetorically r effective fit. The-thesis set-fOrth

here is that Wolfe's uses of argument enable him to construct an appealing

rhetorical reality wherein there are simple, absolute, almost "hilariously"
11

4
obvious explanations for everyttling. The rhetorical vision is architecturally

achieveSby Wolfe's reliance on (1) analogy ania 'metaphor, (2) single causality,

and. (3) hyperbolic "put-on." isthis rhetorical posture--its suasory'

impact, philosophical dimensions, and journalistic implications -- that -is the

concern of the analysis that follow s.

Analog and Metaphor. Epistemologically, the strength of analogy and

metaphor.lies in theit creation of what Kenneth Burke calls "perspectiveby.

incongruity" --the "revealing of hitherto uniuspectedtonnectives. , . . re- A

latipdships between objects which our customary rational vocabilary has,

- '1

rational

ignored.
,,13

Providing a way of perceiving experience, the metapho concludes
1

. '

Max Black, "suppresses some details, emphasizes others--in short, it organizes

14

our,view of mam.
14

As such, analogy. and metaphor funOtion. ,56 reconcile the

, 1

complexities of environment. In the 1960s and*19,0s,.ariong those attempting

. .

to explain society's many competing and disorienting forces was the deft user

of analogy and metaphor, Tom Wolfe.

4

. Wolfe's varied use of literal analogy, An particular, is most effectivei..... .

rain providing instant, easily grasped und4rstanding. Frequently Wolfe draws-
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.
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. .
parallels between historical periods, as in his explanation of why those

attending Leonard Bernstein's fund-raising party, for imprisoned members of

the Black Panther Party felt the need fps...s.o.cial..falumming.,f...known..a.leolas--
.- -......-.......... . _ .

as

nostalgie de la boue: 1
. .

Npstalgie de la bout tends to be a favorite motif whenever
a great many new faces and.a lot of new money enter Society.
New arfivals have always had two ways 9 cert tfying their
superiority,oIer the hated "middlecless." 'They can take
on the trappings of aristocracy, such as grand architecture,
servants, parterre boxes, and high protocol; and they can
indulge in the gauche thrill of taking on certain styles of
the lower orders. 'The two are by no means mutually exclusive,
in fact, they are always used in combination. In England
daring the Regency period, nostalgie de, la bobe was very much
the rage. London socialites, during the Regency adopted the.
flamboyant capes and wild.driving styles of the coach drivers,
the "btuiser" fashions and hair styles of the bare-knuckle
prize fighters, the see-through, jutting*nipple fashions
of the tavern girls, as well as a reckless new dance, the
waltz. Such affectations were meant to convey the arrogant
self-confidente of the aristocrat as oppoSed to the middle-
class strivet's obsession with propriety and keeping up
appearances'. During the 1960' in New York nostalgie de
la boue took the form of the vogue of rock music, the twist-
frug genre of dances, Nap Art, Camp, the courting of pet
primitives such as,the,Rolling Stones acrd Jose Torres, and
innumerable dress fashions summed up in'-the reciterent image
of the wealthy yung man with .his turtleneck jersey meeting
his muttonchops at mid -jowel,'a la.the 1962 Sixth.Avenue

Ailtomat..421gmlan, bidding 'good night to an aging doorman
dressed in the mode of an.1870 Austrian army coldne1.15 ,

Wolfe's is not always a well-developed histAical comparisql.

. Often the asaltly is brief but provocative as; for example, Wolfe's. passing

'comment that the ,"Playboy Philosophy" is a document Tat servIes. to timize

<arld 'justify Hugh Hefner's sex-oritnted enterprj.ses in\much the'same way.
A

:thai libraries built by Andrew Carnegie sanctioned'his,busineas activites.16
4

Or take Wolfe:e,f14kting Observation thlt the teenager custom -car world is
.

'

similar to the Rentrisance "when sculpture was always more tied up with

feetreligion and aichitecture," and "apprentices [came] to the reet of the master."17
4-,

. ,
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To those who appreciate Wolfe's historical lessons, his analdgies

, prowl.* a perspectiyelk _contemporary-realities; the environment becomes

structurally manageable. Moreover, Wolfe's use ofillauxigalanliogy.
'7s:=; ro

aupeats his credibility. Wolfe's-analysis is seen as'more than just one

1

.5

individual's speculation because it is supported and bolstered.by the objective

teachings of hisEorical,precedent.,. Similarly, analogy :can enhance,source

.credibility by suggesting the measure oflol inta,114.gence. Wolfe' may

I0 demonstrate his knowledge of history, litellatore, science, and so forth, all

under the veneer of appeasing to present ligical support.

. . . Phil Spector is the bona-fidi Genius of Teen.
Every baroque period has a flolieripg genius who rises
up as the most gloriou4 expression fits style of life-7
,in later-day Rome,.the Emperor go dus; in 44N-sande
Italy, BenVsnuto Callini; in late4ugustan England, the
Earl ofpesterfield; in the sal vd4itile,ViCtorian age,
Dante Gibriel Rossetti; in late-faddy neo -Greek Federal
America, Thomas Jefferson; and in 1Teen America, Phil
Spector is the bona-fide. Genius.oP,Teen.18

,

Part of the rhetorical effect of this analogy is to embellish Wolfe's cred-
o

ibility by portraying. him as someone more/rhan just familiar,with history.F
.From this intimation, of intellecfual\co tence, the reader's confidence in

.Wolft begins to emerge.,

Beyond heightening the architec s however, analogy

can increase the prestige of one or mor of the Objects of the cOmpirison.

Wolfe's portrait of Marshall McLuhan pr vides a good, case in poinE. 19

way through the article Wolfe compares, cLuhan to Freud, and ?or the remainder

of the essay Wolfe amplifies the anald To be sure, Wolfe shows similariides
4

shared belween the two, men, hot he'do more.' That Wolfe evenwould think.
, ',

.N.
, 1

to compare McLuhan to Freud increpseOhe former's credibility, the very

- -act of. placing the men side by side mowing for ideational transference.
20

e
.
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Credibility interacts with McLuhan's, reforming the audience's views

of each. The image of Freud admittedly may'tarnish Alen placed in league
."

;.--iti4 h-Metrtherti--17fre-tWe-tess-er Melilhan enjoys ran -ascendance in stature
$

1 tm,
. .

beca,ise of the comparison--and it is McLuhan's Jthqs,- not Freud's, with whiC11
.

. so

.

Wolfe as polemicist for McLuhan is most concerned. The mutual interaction
4

I 4
and transference 'of credibility also may be at work when Wolfe confidently .

draws an analogy between his subject and a seemingly unlikely counterp'art.

The rhetdrical effect, for example, of 'Wolfe's casually dropped, matter-of-
.

fact comparison of gangster'Bugey Siegel'a aesthetic, psychological, and'

cultural insights to those of Cezanhe, Freud, and Weber probably stems less :

4 from the analogy's validity than fromthe credibility of Cezanne, Freud, and

Weber--let alone from the fact that Wolfe's audience is implanted with the

idea that there is dome basis for comparison by virtue of the attempt itself.21

Whereal.analogy involves a-literal,or figurative comArison of objects,

metaphor takes only the forinlof the latter. Usually well'attended because

f its novelty, metaphor.draws its sustenance from the arousal of tension.

The incongruity presented, Richards believes, confuses ancl strains-the.mind;
.;,,,

hence, "theNjawill always try to find connections. . . . "22 Thi's 'search-

for resolution becomes thegrit ing power of creative metaphor.,

The mystique of metaphor however, is.sacrificed somewhat in ptiblic

address where the inherent natuF of the rhetorical event constrains the

qualitysof metaphor production Because the goal is persuasion,' not private

reflection, it is a simple me aphor that the rhetorical experience demands.

'The trangnory nature of speech denies the auditor'the luxury of "leisurelye

interpretation," sd, hence, the rhetor hopes for an immediate response,

'using "metaphoric stimuli [which] seek to provoke a ready, almost automatic

response. "23

I

1

I
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Perhaps because Wolfe writes the way peop1,6 commonly. speak and think,

L

7

%
his metaphors possets,many of the qualities found- in thole of public address:

...... -Camealy-eellefittisky----and..-reacii-Iy-eempre
1

,

tte, theA-tsarn zrai .tone

Wolfe's figures. ,Although they appear in a medium allowing'for leisurely

interpretation, they nevertheless are. processed swiftly because their "auditors"

-respond similar to a listening audfence.
*

Neither poetic nor elegant,,the phoros of Wolfe's metaphor spe ks to

a plebtian Mentality. Hence, while many of Wolfe's analogies appeal more to

I.
1124the learned, his 1'condensed analogies --his metaphors and similesaddress

a decidedly mLfte'commornopulace: "She had an incrediae drunk smile that

out soft and gooey like a can of.Sherwin-Williams paint covering the

world. Such metaphors are conilistent with Wolfe's campaign against worn-

,.

out figures and his goal to-freshen and enliven popular litertfture. As Wolfe

says, he,is always "on the lookout for the metaphdrs.of the future. 1,26

Wolfe's exotic creations notwithstanding, him most effective metaphors

possess qualities.hesides novelty. .Often Wolfe repeats a particular metaphor

to emphasize a point. Throughout Electric Kool-Aid, for instance,. there

p occurs the statement, "You're either on the bus or off the bus." The word

"bus"-Thas both literal and figurative meaning. (Because Kesey and the0Merry

Pranksters are traveling by their own )r6s across country, there is a literal

dimension to.Kesey's statement. But the bus, as the reader soon realizes,

symbolizes the entire trip, i.e.; the quest for personal growth and self-

®

discovery. To say you are either pn the bus or dff the bus is to say that

you'are'either committed to a search for identityor you are not. There it

no middle ground, no partibenthusfasur--either you are'completely dedicated

or you are off the "bus,

.!

I

9
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In sup, Wolfe

..f use of analogy and metaphorprovi'de his work with
. . .

"a structure and . 1 . conceptial setting"28 which promotes belief in a simple,
. , #

8

. . .

....... _ .......... .......1.--fslacile-m44.4.;71%ile-47imuitaneously-nhan644,Fdire's ethos.

4
4

4
,

s

Single Causality. Most of-Wolfe's analysis is offered without

qualification. It is-not "I think . ," "It would appear . . "One

might conclude. - -Wolfe's is a confident.criticisti 'sometimes," "usylp,"'

and "perhaps" seldom preface hig statemdnts. While the style does imply

A certain positiveness, it also denies the WiSdom of multiple( causation since.
.,f

it dictates ,khat single answers and explanations be given.

Wolfe, for presents hostalgie de fa'boue as the motive for

A

for those attending Leonard Bernstein's fund-raising gathering for BlaCk

Panthers. That is a respectable analysis.
(

But might not pome of the

Bernsteits' guests have been)toally sincere ?, ,did how many other* were

motivated by both sincerity and nostalgie de in boue? And could there even
.

be those who attended out of curioil-ty and nothinamore? Wolfe does not say

that nostalgie de la boue was probably a motive of maiTyyfor it would weaken

the simplicity and strength of his thesis. AlthOuethe notion of single

f .

causality pales when contrasted to the more sophisticated concept of process,

2

many writers still would rather propose all-inclusive, all- explain .Lng theories.

Then, whether'blinded by the theory or desiring to have everything perfectly
.

conform, the writer oversimplifies,.overgeneralizes,' and sometimes overedits

his mat erial. 'Consider the PraIem of overediting.

In "Radical Chic" celebrities and socialies,gather suppoSedly in an

attempr'to help raise bail.and legal costs for recently imprisbned members

of the Black Panther Party. fie occasion, according to Wolfe, is realty ad

.

-;
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Or

I

\..dt
exercise in social slumming by white liberals wishkSt sperately to.be

A 9

fashionable: 'But Wolfe's evidence is sculptured, beginning with the editing

Of The'Party list.

'Mere seem to be a thousand, stars 'above and a thousand
`stars below, a rpom full of stars, a penthouse duplex
full of staiu, aranhattan tower full of stars; with
marvelous peoplg dtiftint through'the heavens, Jason
Robards% John and D. D. Ryan, Gian7Carlo Menot'ti, Schuyler
Chapin., Goddard Liebersont Mike Nichols, Lillian,Hellman,
Larry'Rivers, Aaron Copeland, Richard Avedon; Milton
and Amy Greene, Lukas Foss, Jennie Tourel,Samuel Barber,
Jerome Robbins, Steve Sondheim, Adolf and Phyllis Green,
Betty Comden, and the Patrick O'Neals.

There's Otto Premingcr in the 'library andJean \widen
Heuvel in the hall, and P1*-i'er and Cheray Duckin in.the
l'iving'room, and Frank ,and Donna Stanton, Gail Lumet,
Sheldon Harnick, gynthia Phipps, Bullion Lane, Mrs. August
Heckscher, Roger Wilkins, Barbara Walters, Bob Silvess,
Mrs. Richard Avedon, Mrs. ,ArfEur Pennx Julie Belafonte,
Harold Taylor, and scores more. . , .49

ti

/,

There are, as Wolfe says, "others" in attendance. But why
,

are some sing14

out for mention over "Others'? One critic Maims, "Personal &lends of his

[Wolfe] who were at. the Bernsteins (like Gloria'Sternem) go largely unscored,

while old enemies are dragged in incongrously from the wings tb be nostalgie

de la boue-ed.
et', 30

In part Wolfe's omission of Gloria Steigem from the proceedings_ may

be seed as the protection of a friend.'

whenwhen indivj.dually inspected or

er all, .the Bernsteins' gastd,

en viewed collectively as anideol-

r
ogy, do not farelwell under Wolfe's dissection. Then, too, Gloria Steinem

does not quite fit the mold, the basic Food that Wolfe is trying to create:
7

shallow, guilt- ridden, masochistic, but always'chic men and women, willingly

being intimidated and abusecrby knowing Blacks: id
.

1

Wolfe's selection of a cast and setting -consistent with his theme is

also apparent in the depictionof the guests of honor. For their white
_

gyk

1 1

4
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hea4_3i&th the wh01' hitig of how-beautiful dkey are. "31 'Add so -it becomes

radically,chtc-7the ultimate status achievement- -to know a Black Panther.or4
.

.

two. They are so poised, 'so
1

These are no civil- fights NegroeW-wearing
gray suits three sizes too big --

.

--no more interillinable Urban League banquets
iu hotEr1aallyooms where they try toalternate* :

0ir the'bladks and whites around the tables as if
-------,

..

they were, stringing Arapaho beads--

.-

-,-these are heal men!32
.

,

. :' .

The impressian rendered%i hat the Panthursere the only Blacks in- the room.-

. . ,. 1 ..... f

. i `'...,,t :_. . ., . ..
.

audience, Wolfe believes,,, the Black PantherS are romantic heroes.: dipresded,
; 4.

altela t ed 1.
.

M ili t ant ,
,

Via* i t 1 they 'are glamorously notoriols. t What with
.

, , ,, .1,7.; ..

pictures
ip \ - t ... . . - -9 .

---"iih1TOIRititicTievittu ons,1 pixtures in kife magaz'ine of policemen'grabiiing
1, ' . 0- . , I i ...

-Itk

Black' PAnthers kite ,theiT,'10reVietcong--gomehow it all runki.tagether in the-. ..

and the qaly kind of placks acceptable too, the audience gathered. MaYht trup

'but Why are Roy Wilkins, Preston Wilcox, Floyd Mcgissick,an .d Ray Innis at
4

the gathering1.3. 3 And why does Wolfe neglect to record their presence? And

what about the minor discripancies? "What if Barberalialters.doesnef

the right toile her,ski parka? Retailer it, by God, to .a checked pants

Isuit with,a great fluffy csalsr."34.

Despite Wolfe's som what self - 'serving edclosure of information,A1

PLig4.." mast__af:his appear-accuratey-confirmed-in the main

t

by attending eyewitnesses.35. Yet'sucti "third-party" verification -is not
.

available in many-6i Wolfe's other articles. Frequently. Wolfe is the only

audience to
'

what is said and done. Unlike, say, the motion picture critic-s= f

.

("4

work, tie accuracy-and solidness of Wolfe's aaalysiscannet be-comparedlto

y
counterpart thoughi..- Owing to the nature'of his interests, Wolfe roams about

a'rarely %welled hOgestead, e/trcising his craft ithout direct peer

compeLtition. _fir

(
12-

is;
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-

Unfortunatel in mos&cases, the reader's own backabund and exile- ,17

riencA,ar'e unlikely'to aidaPpriCiably in assessing Wolfe's message. His

'0

audienCe iimplY may-never have been exgosed to, much less knOwledgeable about, - .

4
the 'people and places profiled. Evpn w,hen a well-known personality watrints

#:- . ,,

'.-

Wolfe's attention, the reasler is still receptive to discarding old images

1

Wand accep ing new `gospel; in fact, a celebrity's mystique probably is enhanced

. :', k .

if biographical accounts are somewhat co flic
s . f I

. Neither critic nor reader' s in a f the time to dts-

....
,

ercredit Wolfe'sdwork. ' it is Wolfe's wprd agst his 11,b)
,t s. But he

.

*
-

,

,
.

again, disclaimer_is unlikely. The little pedple because of their status,

4'

satOwight Macdonald, have no real power to pbiect "if.they think they have
i

,c
kr

been mi§represented," while Celebrities welcome anApublicity,, accurate or.

not, 36 The result: Wolfe can Write:with the brash confidence of kndwinig.'

that he occupies the position of,a irtually unchallengablesource:

,
.

emeigesrs a rhetoric of truSt.
.

,B cane the means tb judge Wolfe's message

I ...0110
. ,

4'
L

. ,

:are limited,;belief rests ultimately upon the source's credibility.

"N.
Journalistic tampering with evidence °biliously rai4ps questions about

,

1

.,,'T

Feporiorial obligation and moral stance. In particular, is it ethical to re-

_

1 °

touch one's lAleraryportraitsT :Occasional and minor screening of facts

could'be'sanctioned on the condition that the essence of theaessage,is not

. .

t
arteIle seriously; the.author's thesis simply#is fleshed out and Heightened.

,

.

But when Wolfe, bdits the Bernsteins' party 14t, ins 4,0f4#ckgrolin4,iMportance
.,

.

,
, ,

-
.,

or an attempt to set that all-important mood entral to Wolfe's gliesis? ,

. 0 . .
At the heart of the matter there emerges'broaaers philosophical query:-

..

. , , 0 , " ,

Wham the- writer intentionally alters facts--whetfier
-thvey.be

minor details or,
#.

-li,. ..
.

,

"major instances=does he not encroach upon the realm of creativity rtserveod .

0

'0

1.3
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for writers of fictiovnot journalism? The argument ig not to indict the

activity per se but only M 'question whit it-ought to be called. When is

"journalism" polonger " journalism"? Where does the journalist's license

ehk:ind the.nOvdlist's critics of Wolfe and his brand of journalism
A

. ,heliel that the.-journalist must indicate cleanly when literary license is

'used: The novlist has no similar labeling obligation ait id understo od

that imagination is the'nucleus of his work. Dwight Macdonald, consequently,

chides Wolf: leas for employing literary 'license than ,for blendidg It with
' ,-

I ,

reality, all'unbeknownst to the reader. Wolfe "shift[s] gearsbetWeen fact
4 .*

. 4tfa
and fantasy, spoof and reportage, until nobody knows which end is, at the

moment, up. 07 Fact and fiction become pne,'inseparable because each shares

a similar stylistic encasing.
A

'1e reader, thus, is restricted from a, co plete machinery for thought,

denied equal access to inspect the same materials available to the writer.

Becese much of this evidence leadingto the writer's viewpoint is concealed,

the validit "message".presented cannot be evaluated ctitical1y:38

Gra nted, full diicloaure of all the facts in any story hardly_ can be *expected.

Given the demand characteristics of journalism, editing -must occur. BUt the

journalist should not deviously conceal important,evidence. When possible,

the materials fram which the reporter reasons should be open to inspection.

Allowed such intellectual forum, the reader is whole again, to judge for

at.
himself and-to arrive at his own sympathies.

Hyperbolic 'Puy. In 1965, New Yorker magazine celebrated i

fortieth birthday, an anniversary Lfe believed should be duly "comme

Wishing to show how the New Yorker had become not only dull and predict

'ut second -rate in its literary offerings, Wolfe first considered parod

is

rated."

able:
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f
But he realized,

r

there W.as on grave problem in using the parody style to

411 deal with a magazine like The NewYorkir in 1965. If
A .

, magazine happens to be dull, then a good parody of it will

be dull also. Even that can be funny for 1,500 words or
.6o--but tarried to the length that a profile of William
Shawn [New Yorker's editor] would -require, the piecewould
smother itself with sheer tedium. It was obviolip it couldn't

be pushed any further without losing the'reader; Besides,

The New Yorker had already been parodied many times. I

was sure.they loved every one of them.' ,tly theory was

that in every parody, no matter how."telling" you try to
make it,/there is an implicit tribute. At the very least

the.:parody says: You people have established a style that,

the whole world recognizes.39
4

13

Hence; the appropriate style for describing the New Yorkerl/ waS. "anti parody.."

Instead of trying-to do a number on that neat faded-
Aubusson front-parlor needlepoint prose of The New Yorker,

I would strike precisely the oppogite tone . . [Wolfe's

ellipses] 4samething more on the order of the'Folice
"No Gazette in its red-flock lays. . . . Rather than mimicking

The New Yorker I was ping to give them a voice they

" couldn't stand. In the anti - parody, as I thought of it,

the wilder andnraZier the-hyperbole, the bettet. It was

a challenge-4rto use the twist lurid colors imaginable to
paint a room'full of very proper -people liho had gone to

sleep# standing up, talking to themselves.40

Wolfe maintained that the result4two-part article--"Tiny Mummies!

The)True,StoryOf the Ruler of 43d Street's Land of the Walking,Dead!"41.

and "L st i the Whicliy Thicket"42L-vas a piece written "as a lark, as a

break in what to me were the serious articles I was'doing. . .

n43 Never-
\V'

thelets, the essay is an edifying'document as it illustrates how Wolfe's-use

of'hyperbole distracts the reader while also po'rtraying Wolfe as a man

4

so confident in his analysis that. he is not above cock-sure exaggeration.

Ironically viewed as exemplifying Wolfe's style of journalif'3
14,44

Wolfe s anti4piody stirred topaiderable fury frolp ew Yorker loyalists who1

'besides attacking what was perceived as an ad ho II style, challenged the

.
.

,-
'accuracy of Wolfe 1 s reporting. The best (and 1 ngthiest) refutations cameY

5

1-
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from Dwight AAcdonald45

lemerouslactual,errors

*AP
14

And kenata Adler and gerald'Jonas46 ;who outlined

committea by'Wolfe. t4 their criticisms

somegyeara later, Wolfe claimed that most'of his mistakes were intentional, (/)
.

. t

all part 'of 1-iis Anti-parody. Deliberate exagger4tiohs aside, Wolfe believed -

1

he had Still targeted' his prey. "Thrperbole, as I daY0-. . . [Wolfe's ellipses]

exaggeralrn . [Wolfe's eiipses] but as in any good .caricature, the basic

.......strActUre and contoUrs'wouLd- be accurate (and, indeed, they were)."47

. .

Th?baiiebtructure,and conto urs may have been,accurate. But Wolfe's
I u r

ti

esSayis so incredibly riddled with themeMatortinginaccuracies tat the

/ reader of the 4cdonaldLO/or Adler-Jonas essays must view Wolte's 'piece with

.
. .

skepticism. Wolfe admits "that1in some cases I made mistakes that looked bad

becaUse they fell outside the limits of anti-parody . . . ," but contends ;

that most of'his errors were, microscopic.,
48

What difference dqes it make,

Wolfe asks, "Whether James Thurber used a thin,penciI (MAcdOnald's version) or

a crayot(-1Wolfe'S-veision) to. draw pictures on the .wall's of his New Yorker

office if Wolfe's only point was that' the scribblings were saved by the New

eYorker as ,ta way to immortalize Thurber.
49

Obviously, Thurber s-exact writing

utensil is not.cruaal to Wolfe's point. -However, because' Wolfe is suggesting

that the New Yorker; specifically its editor; William Shawn, forever iset-

tempting td preserve ,Cie past, it istiot\a'trivial correction to note that

-Thurber's drawin were saved at the request pf the editoi who weeded to

.

Thu ber's o ice
30

--and not from Shawn's directive as stated jv Wolfe. While -

Wolfe is,justlfied in questioning the significance of some eirs for which

he was faulted, dlearly not all of his miscues were minor.51

Irrespective. of anti-parody, the sheer quantity of Wolfe's diicrap-
.

ancies was. repugnant to many.' Whether seen as' fictionalized wrIting or

16
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. .

blovenii reporting?' Wolfe's anti-parody was unacceptable to. a host of literary .
1 t

t

Critics who seized it'as a flagship from rwhich'$ to assail Wolfe.

For others who react Wolfe's. essay without referring to supplementary

interpret4ioh, the impact might have been quite' different. To
10-,

the rhetorical nature of anti-parody, one needs first recogn,ize that it stems

from a 'broader category of argument whic Jacob Brackman.calls-the 'put-on'.

,Says Brockman' "What was once an occasional sdrprise:ta&tic"called 'joshing'

.
-tground the turn of the century and 'kidding' since -the twenties--has been

refined into the very.basis of a new mode of communicatidn.' In all its

wermutatiods; this phenomenon is known as the 'pqt-ou.' -It occupies a fuzzy

, A

territorylvetween simple leg-pulling and elaborate practical joke, between,

pointed lampoon and fced-floating spoof,' 152 The put-on differs froth jesting -12°

as "it is rarely climaxed by having the 'truth' set straight -=when a truth,

indeed, exists. u53
This ambiguity of not knowing whether one is being serious'

or facetious is the essence of, the put-on.

In his essay on the New Yorker, Wolfe relies on hyperbolic put-on,

a device not uncommon to other Wolfe articles': Brockman, in fact, observes

that Wolfe is a masterof hyperbolic put-on, a form of put-on that

typically clothesitself ini magical or fantastic'garb
41 ThUs,.among deansing products potency is represented

.

by armored knights,Charging on ,horseback, their whi4n-
ing lances aimed at small children; by lull-scale
Corngdel by meddlesome birds who fly in iitchey 411.
windows; y anti=dirt bombs dropped from, fighter planes
to score direct, highly olcplosive hits on soiled linen;
by transparent shields'that jet visitors at six=inch
altitudes across scuffproof1,loors.

. ,Toward the
conclusion of each dramatization, the housewife praises
the detergent godsend in a paroxysm of commin ed sur-
prise and delight that Would seem disproporti e had
she just-been informed .of her husband's elec- to
,high office. - f

Had a sample of such frenzied hyperbole been offered'
fifteen years ago, in the time of earnest hard sell,
viewers would have found themselves bewildered at an
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;

apparent insane joke. Hyperbole, fn humor has tradition-
ally served.as a device for satire or irony. AdWertising,
however, uses humorous hyperbole in a new and confusing
way--deliberaely trafficking in arbiquity.to obscure the
crucial questions for the consumer: -What does the product'
accomplish, and why is it better than the competition?54

fir

literature, hyperbole can be so jutting and arresting that it

U .

. f distracts and detours the reader's'oritfcal Sensibilities: In Wolfe's
. -

put-on hyperbole (anti- parody), the reader becomes engrossed with many

, l6-

of the minor details hyperbolically portrayed. .So salidnt is the ex-
,

-aggeration that atten tions are d by Material often inconsequential

to Wolf e's thesis. The reader is preoccupied in pondering whetherkditor

'William Shawn'really does whisper all the dye, whether he really wears

lagers upon layers of clothe'S, whether he really iras shy as Wolfe-says.
. 4101-

But what about Wolfe's contention that the New Yorker is dull, predictable,

second-rate,literatdre? This, thesactual issue, is overshadowed by its

hyperbblic dress - -So dazzlingly entertaining that Wtlfe's thesis is ob-
..

scured, allowed to escape careful inspection; it remains aloft, its merit

55never brought to critical test. .

__The put-on draws additional MacCavellien potency-fiourits artful

blending of fact (non-exaggeration) and fiction (exaggeration). iBecause.

neither is distinguished from the other, potential exists for both to be

acceptesLyithout question, especially by the_uninitiated reader who views

all "serious sounding" statemehtS.as:true, This identical pacicging, of

fa& and fic'tion elevates the'tredibility of the 'latter, enabling an
:

audience,eVbe swaYdd as much by literary license as by fAtual material.

As snch, the inventiveness and creativity of the put-on artist represent not

were embroider*; but highly persuasive ingredients central to story con-.:

, struction.

16.
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Conclusions

Wolfe's portraits of AmerIcarf culture chronicle a,rich compendium

of Mbdern morlirs and manners. Perhaps more. than anyather Copular writer of

his day, Wolfe has detaileAte workinfs of maybe the most radically changing

,

at-titles. To be sure,,,hig'essaye seem certain -t o be resuMmonediand restudied:
,

:Tuah readers. wila rhetoric:thayontinually implies eript the

'17

wor144e nei-ther a. Qcomplex nor- as donfusing-as.it might first appear. Only

'4. simple ,questions and-"sirage,ap,swe;s safe..housed_ in .reality .tiiat Wolfe
. , .

..

. construpts by the effdctive wieldingofMs met:aphoric, causative, hyperbolic..
x., PI, s 1 , ' , ,,," ,., .. t'

. . .. t.' I "'
, '

.
,

-acgumeni:the rhetOrical vision is fur'ther renderod,r41 by:the facile,
' ,

confident tdne of Wolftlp Illa..4rd
,

ist 'Assure .1;1d 4 poiied, WOlfe's persona
o

,.

ft 4 A - I

itself becomea A subtly but reasod -Cotbelie a Wolfe does . .

. - ., .- .. -, ,,,,

. .. . f'' 4. to accept his iiikiaois '''
.,

, . ',. '

7
-

.- ,
---

.,,;1 , - .. .: ,

.

,
, i t

Ri what extent olies,audiehce accepts*the,vision, pf course, is
,,. ,

r,
s '

. .
debatable. !N4etWhaEe0r.Wolfer;44fluenc#,, hisachkevementsal a journalist_

, - . . - t
. - ,

.

.
are ndtewbfthy,t Ais work. has prollucid'rich insight§;:raised intriguing

,
. . . , , ,

114stfons,%andogge.:144d sCientlfigillyestabiehypotheses
' 1 ' °,: i ,I

. 1

, .;. : '11 ,

process. ror' thes# act Tom Wolfe,must
t. .1

a significanL.figure in meri,can JOurnAism.

.';7

V

19

'1 47,

111

about rhetorical

beereeognized as

41.

I
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55 1Indeed,it is most -ironic that -fantasy, sfodf, and put-on'evera
6 :

would be used by Wolfeif even only occasionallywhen'their Purpose cfeariy

contradicts that of New Journalism. This i4 eapecially,true for the.put-on.

Whereas,the exploration of truth is New. Journalism', ,riiion d'etre, the put-
.

=
on is a strategy for concealing whal, one truly thinks And feels. Unlike

parody and satire, the put-dn's distortion is not to create perspective,' but

rattier to -cloud reality. As such, the put-on r4040y leads to higher unAer-

of anything. Moreover, if New Journalism seeksreportorialinvolvement

and commitment, why the put-on? The product of people that shun artistic

'commitment and risk because they are afraid of failure, says Jacob Brackman,

.the put7on "arise[s] out of a partial consciousness of onet,s'oc,m4 ridiculous-

.ness,.in the absence of sufficient courage or intellectual perseverance to

see that TidiculousneSs through to its roots and'to alter it," T. 1Q7. The-

iput-on safely allows the artist to avoid bringing his talent to the test of

serious judgment for there 15 always present the opportunity to escape neg-

'ative criticism by replying, "But it was just a put-on. .

the critic, unsure of a work's purpose, steers away from offering leptons
go.

criticism, fearful of- being snickered at for for foolishly viewing somberly

.

. ." Correspotdinaly,

what was done "obviously'",in jest. Artists and kliefils of put-ons ultimately

have little to offer their audiences.
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